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1. True or False: In order to create a new custom object, the JavaScript programmer simply needs to 
create the constructor function where the function name is the name of the object being defined. 

2. True or False: A constructor function has a special format to distinguish it from a normal function. 

3. True or False: The new operator is the only way to call a constructor. 

4. The keyword ______ is used to identify the current instance being created by the constructor. 
a.) object b.) isself c.) here d.) getself e.) id f.) this g.) my 

5. The property of the String object that returns the number of characters in the string is: 
a.) length b.) count c.) countof d.) numchar e.) chars f.) index g.) array 

6. The purpose of the String object function split(delimiter) is to: 
a.) join an array of strings with delimiter defining the character to occur between each string. 
b.) return an array of integers defining the index of each location in the string where the delimiter was 

found. 
c.) divide a string into two substrings at the first place the delimiter is encountered. 
d.) divide a string into substrings at each occurrence of a delimiter and return an array containing the 

resulting substrings. 

7. True or False: All numeric constants must be declared as instances of the Number object. 

8. True or False: The Number object method toString() can be used to convert to different bases, e.g., 
binary, hex, decimal, etc. 

9. True or False: The Date object constructor date1 = new Date(1139936700000); can be used 
to create an instance of the Date object initialized to 1139936700000 milliseconds since 01/01/1970. 

10. In order to have access to the object properties and methods inherent to an HTML element, we have 
to declare an object instance to refer to the HTML element. This is done with the 
__________________ method. 

 
a.) getHTMLObject() b.) getHTMLElement() c.) getWebElement() 
d.) getElementById() e.) elementToInstance() f.) accessHTMLElement() 

11. Convert the following CSS property names to their corresponding JavaScript Property names: 

font-family  --  fontFamily 

border-left-color -- borderLeftColor 

12. Circle all of the following characteristics that are true of layers. 

a.)  Layers can be placed at exact x and y positions. 

b.)  Two layers can occupy the same level. 

c.)  Layers can overlap. 

d.)  Transparent elements can have other elements showing through. 

e.)  Layers are well supported by most browsers that support JavaScript. 

f.)  Built in support exists allowing a user to click-n-drag a layer to a new x and y position. 


